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Executive Summary
In Rocky Mountain National Park (ROMO), visitation has increased by over 1 million visitors per
year over the last 5 years (NPS Stats, 2021). Park managers are especially concerned about the
impacts of crowded conditions in the Bear Lake region of the park where hiking and fishing are
common activities and those participants may perceive crowding differently (Kainzinger et al.,
2015). Therefore, this study focuses on describing the perceptions of crowding and potential
displacement of hikers and anglers. Additionally, to aid in park-visitor communication, specifically
for hikers and anglers, this study also addresses how visitors are getting information about the park.
During July 2017, researchers from Utah State University administered a post-experience survey to
hikers and anglers at the Fern Lake, Glacier Gorge, and Bear Lake trailheads (Figure 2). Survey
participants were asked about:
1. Demographics
2. Experience use history at the park, group size and activities
3. Sources of information and associated usefulness
4. Expectations of visitation levels, desirability of alternate locations, and what circumstances
would make them change their activity, location or both
5. Importance of select experiences, and where they would go in the park to have select
experiences
One-hundred and sixty-two hikers were asked to complete the hiker survey and 141 surveys were
completed, resulting in a response rate for hikers was 87%. Thirty-five anglers were asked to the
complete the angler survey, and 31 surveys were completed. The response rate for anglers was 89%.
A summary of the report findings is provided below.
1. Neither the hikers nor anglers surveyed resemble the general population in Colorado or the
U.S., both groups were younger, less racially and ethnically diverse, more educated, and
wealthier on average. Anglers were predominantly male.
2. Both hikers and anglers tended to be repeat visitors, travel in groups of two, and engage in
multiple activities such as hiking, photography, and wildlife observation. Hikers also reported
planning to participate in scenic driving.
3. Both hikers and anglers most often reported gathering information from park maps and
pamphlets. Other common sources were talking with park staff, and previous visits.
4. Both hikers and anglers reported expecting the same amount of visitation they experienced
during their trip and rated other locations in ROMO to be equally desirable. Hikers and
anglers were both unlikely to change their activity or location if they experienced crowding.
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Anglers were more likely to leave ROMO in order to fish rather than do a different activity
within ROMO.
5. Both hikers and anglers indicated that connecting with nature and viewing scenic beauty
were extremely important experiences for them. Anglers also indicated that having an
enjoyable fishing experience was extremely important. In general, both hikers and anglers
indicated that the Bear Lake Road corridor could offer a variety of experiences.
Because visitors reported that the Bear Lake Road corridor could offer many of the experiences they
find important, and because visitors reported that they would be unlikely to leave the park if they felt
crowded, other measures crowding or congestion like hourly visitation rate for example, may be
more useful to managers than visitor perception-based measures and thresholds. In addition, onsite
methods for communicating with visitors seem to be effective, and increased efforts to get
information to visitors prior to their trip may benefit from focusing on the park website and other
online sources.
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Introduction
As visitation to national parks increases every year, park managers are grappling with often crowded
and congested conditions. With the mandate of providing for the enjoyment by people for future
generations (36 CFR 1.1 - Purpose., 1916), National Park Service managers are concerned that if
visitors are feeling crowded, this will diminish their enjoyment of the park. This idea stems from the
satisfaction model where visitor satisfaction is assumed to marginally decrease as the volume of
people increases past an inflection point (Fisher & Krutilla, 1972). However, empirical studies have
found only weak associations to support this theory and have shown that visitors often avoid feeling
crowded by employing coping mechanisms (see Manning, 2011). These mechanisms typically
include displacement, where visitors choose to recreate at a less desirable time, or choose to visit a
less desirable location; rationalization, where people report enjoying their recreation experience even
if it was undesirable because of substantial planning, time, financial investment, etc.; and product
shift, where visitors shift their expectations and definitions of recreating in a place to match their
experience (Manning, 2011). While rationalization and product shift are both cognitive coping
mechanisms, displacement consists of actual behavior change and therefore may be more easily
managed.
Perceptions of crowding have been found to be related to experience preferences – i.e. motivations
for recreation - more so than actual visitor densities or visitors encountered (Absher & Lee, 1981).
Similarly, an association between experience preferences and setting choice – where visitors recreate
– has been seen, although may not always align with managerial zones (Backlund & Stewart, 2012;
Fix et al., 2013). This study aims to use experience preferences to estimate alternative locations
where visitors may be displaced to inform management. To accomplish this, a participatory mapping
exercise was employed where participants identified spatial locations that could offer specific
experiences. A practice adopted from landscape planning, participatory mapping is often utilized for
understanding stakeholder place values to inform planning and zoning (Brown et al., 2020).
In Rocky Mountain National Park, visitation has increased by over 1 million visitors per year over
the last 5 years (NPS Stats, 2021). Park managers are especially concerned about the impacts of
crowded conditions in the Bear Lake region of the park where hiking and fishing are common
activities and those participants may perceive crowding differently (Kainzinger et al., 2015).
Therefore, this study focuses on the similarities and differences in perceptions of crowding and
potential displacement between hikers and anglers. Additionally, to aid in park-visitor
communication, specifically for hikers and anglers, this study also addresses how visitors are getting
information about the park.
Study Site and Participants
Rocky Mountain National Park (ROMO) is located in Colorado approximately 60 miles (97km)
northwest of the capital, Denver. The land the park encompasses ranges in elevation from 6000ft to
over 14,000 ft (1829-4267m) and includes a wide range of ecological communities from montane
forests to alpine areas. Over 150 lakes can be found across these communities, some of which are a
refuge for endangered species including the Colorado state fish, the Greenback cutthroat trout
1

(Oncorhynchus clarkii stomias). Many lakes are accessible by trail and are popular destinations for
both hikers and anglers. The Bear Lake Road corridor of ROMO is the most visited region of the
park and contains multiple lakes connected by a network of trails (Figure 1). Three trailheads in the
Bear Lake Road corridor were chosen for survey administration because of their popularity and the
sensitivity of the lakes they access. These trailheads are the Bear Lake, Fern Lake, and Glacier Gorge
trailheads (Figure 2) and they can be accessed by both personal vehicles and the park shuttle. Both
day hikers and anglers were included in the study because of their shared use of the same trails.
Backcountry camping is uncommon in this region and due to GPS limitations, overnight users were
excluded from the study.
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Figure 1. Study area within Rocky Mountain National Park.
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Figure 2. Trailheads where visitors were surveyed in Rocky Mountain National Park.
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Methods
During July 2017, researchers from Utah State University collected data on hikers and anglers at the
Fern Lake, Glacier Gorge, and Bear Lake trailheads (Figure 2). Trail users were invited to participate
in the study which involved carrying a GPS unit during their trip that day and completing a postexperience survey upon their return (D’Antonio et al., 2013). Visitor groups (of 1 person or more)
were intercepted according to a stratified random sampling plan designed to randomly select visitors
as they arrived across the sampling period. Sampling periods consisted of a 6-hour block stratified by
mornings and afternoons, weekdays and weekends which were sampled equally resulting in 8
sampling periods. Morning sampling periods were from 7am to 1pm and afternoon sampling periods
spanned the hours of 1pm to 6pm. The duration of sampling across the day was chosen to align with
the park’s shuttle schedule. If the visitor group had more than one person, only one visitor who was
18 years of age or older per group was eligible to participate in the survey and was chosen randomly
to minimize volunteer bias (Montello & Sutton, 2013). For visitors who declined to participate, a
brief series of questions was asked to assess non-response bias.
Visitors who agreed to participate in the study were given a Garmin eTrex10 GPS unit which a
researcher would clip to a backpack or clothing. GPS units were programmed to record location
every 5 seconds. The participants would then embark on their trip for the day and upon their return to
the trailhead, they would exchange their GPS unit for a survey questionnaire. Participants who
returned to the trailhead after researchers had gone placed their GPS unit in a designated, locked drop
box and did not respond to the questionnaire. Each GPS track was saved with a unique code used to
maintain participant anonymity and pair the GPS data with the survey responses if applicable. GPS
data were not analyzed as part of this report but results can be found in Spatial Behavior of
Backcountry Anglers and Hikers in Rocky Mountain National Park (Graham et al., in progress).
When visitors returned their GPS units to researchers were invited to participate in the postexperience survey designed for their chosen activity. Visitors who had visible fishing gear (such as
poles, waders, or nets) were identified as anglers and given the angler version of the survey
instrument. Visitors without specialized equipment were identified as hikers and provided with the
hiker version of the survey. The two survey instruments were largely identical though anglers were
asked additional questions specific to fishing (Appendix A). Both versions of the survey consisted of
pre-approved questions by the Office of Management and Budget (Programmatic Clearance for
NPS-Sponsored Public Surveys Pool of Known Questions, 2015). The survey was self-administered
via tablet, though paper and verbal versions were also available. All mediums provided the survey
instrument in English.
Survey questions
Demographics

A group of questions asked visitors about their age, race and ethnicity, gender, income, education,
and location of residence.
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Use history, current trip group, and activities

A collection of questions relating to park visitation experience and recreation generally included
what activities visitors participated in, if they had visited before, and how many people they were
recreating with. Anglers were additionally asked if they used rented equipment or a guiding service.
Information gathering

Survey participants were asked about what sources they used to get information about the park and
how helpful that information was. These questions were aimed at helping for park staff to better
understand how to provide crucial information to visitors.
Alternative locations and crowding

Survey participants were asked questions about their perception of crowding, potential for
displacement, and preferred experiences. Specifically, they were asked how the level of visitation
they experienced compared to their expectation. Survey participants were also asked a suite of
questions about their potential for displacement due to crowding. They were first asked open-ended
questions about the circumstances that would cause them to change their activity, location or both.
This allowed participants to identify non-crowding related situations that would cause displacement
for them. They were then asked if and how they would change their activity, location or both in
unacceptably crowded conditions.
Experience Preferences

To understand survey participants preferred experiences, specifically, survey participants were asked
to rate the importance of a list of specific experiential items. Hikers rated 14 items and anglers rated
the same 14 items plus 7 additional fishing related items. They rated the importance of each
experiential item on a scale from 1 being “Not at all important” to 5 being “Extremely important.”
The experience items used in this questionnaire were known to be related to 5 general experiences
for hikers and 7 general experiences for anglers as they were found in the Programmatic Clearance
for NPS-Sponsored Public Surveys Pool of Known Questions (2015). Respondents were then asked
to use a map of ROMO to identify where they would go to have each of the 5 (or 7) general
experiences.
Analysis
Survey responses were recorded using Qualtrics mobile application survey platform accessed via
tablet (Qualtrics Labs, Inc., 2017). Though visitors were not required to answer every question,
responses from visitors who agreed to participate, but then declined before they had finished the
survey were considered incomplete and removed prior to analysis. Completed survey responses were
imported into Microsoft Excel where descriptive statistics were generated. The experience
preferences were collated in ArcGIS Pro v.2.7 (Esri Inc., 2021) where the spatial distribution and
density were highlighted. Additionally, experience importance ratings were merged with the visitor
identified locations where they would go to have certain experiences. The hot spot analysis tool in
ArcGIS Pro was used to find spatially near locations with similar importance ratings.

6

Visitors at the Fern Lake Trailhead completing the survey via tablet (NPS/ROBIN GRAHAM)
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Results
One-hundred and sixty-two people were asked to complete the hiker survey and 141 surveys were
completed, resulting in a response rate for hikers was 87%. Of the hikers who declined to participate,
none participated in the non-response bias questions. Of those hikers who declined, most cited
rushing to catch the park shuttle as their reason for not participating.
Thirty-five people were asked to the complete the angler survey, and 31 surveys were completed.
The response rate for anglers was 89%. Of the anglers who declined to participate, none answered
the non-response bias questions. Of those anglers who declined, some cited family members being
too tired, rushing to catch the park shuttle, or that the survey was too much work.
Part 1: Demographics
Data was collected on each respondents’ age, gender, race, level of education, household income, and
location of residence.
Hiker ages ranged from 18 to 73, with a mean age of 44.4 years, and a median age of 43 years (Table
1). Thirty percent of hikers fell within the 25-34-year-old age bracket and another 30% of hikers
were over 55 years of age (Figure 3). Angler ages ranged from 18 to 64 years, with a mean age of
38.9 years and median age of 35.5 years (Table 1). Thirty percent of anglers also fell within the 2534-year-old age bracket (Figure 3). Census estimates for Colorado residents (where 50% of anglers
and 28% of hikers were from) estimate that 13.7% of the population was 25-34 years old (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2017). Census estimates for U.S. residents (where 50% of anglers and 70% of hikers
were from a variety of states, see Table 1) indicate that 15.2% of the population was 25-34 years old
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2017).

Respondent Age Groups
33

35

Number of Respondents

30
25

21

19

20

16

16

Hiker

15
10
5

Angler
7
4

6
2

3

35-44

45-54

5
0

0
18-24

25-34

55-64

Figure 3. Age groups of hikers (N=112) and anglers (N=20).
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65+

Table 1. Average age of hikers and anglers.
Hikers (N=112)

Anglers (N=20)

Mean

44.4

38.9

Median

43

35.5

SD

14.9

15.7

Range

18-73

18-64

While an overwhelming majority of angler respondents reported their gender as male (94%), only a
slight majority of hikers reported their gender as female (55%) (Figure 4). Census estimates indicate
that 50.2% of Coloradans and 49.2% of U.S. residents identified as male (U.S. Census Bureau,
2017).

Percentage of Respondents

Respondent Gender
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

29

74
60

2
Male

Female
Hiker

Angler

Figure 4. Reported gender of hikers (N=134) and anglers (N=31). Data labels show number of
respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.

The majority of hiker respondents identified as white (82%). Four percent identified as Asian, and
4% identified as Hispanic or Latino/a, and 3% identified as 2 or more races or ethnicities (Figure 5).
The majority of anglers identified as white (83.9%) (Figure 5). Nearly 13% of respondents identified
as Hispanic or Latino/a, and 3% as native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander. Comparatively, 2017 census
estimates for Colorado indicate that 84% of the population identifies as white, 22% as Hispanic or
Latinx, and 0.1% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017). Census estimates
for U.S. residents indicate that 3.1% of people identified as two or more races, 73.0% white, 17.6%
as Hispanic or Latinx, and 0.2% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017).
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Respondent Race/Ethnicity
2 or More

5

Other

2
1

Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific…

1

Black/African American
2

American Indian/Alaska Native
Asian

5

Hispanic/Latinx

5

Hiker
Angler
3
115
26

White

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percentage of Respondents

Figure 5. Reported race and/or ethnicity of hikers (N=134) and anglers (N=31). Data labels show number
of respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.

Both hikers and anglers were highly educated with over 80% of respondents having a four-year
college degree or higher (Figure 6). Census estimates indicate that 41% of Coloradans and 30.9% of
U.S. residents held a bachelor’s degree or higher in 2017 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017).

Respondent Highest Level of Education
14

Ph.D., M.D., J.D., or equivalent

5
46
11

Master's degree

Four-year college degree

53

10
21

Two-year college degree

12

Some college

Hiker

21

Vocational/trade school cert
High school graduate

2

Some high school

2

Angler

3

Less than high school
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Percentage of Respondents

Figure 6. Highest level of education of hikers (N=133) and anglers (N=31). Data labels show number of
respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.

Household income levels of hikers and anglers were both relatively high. About half of hiker
respondents (48%) and two-thirds of angler respondents (67%) reported an annual household income
of $100,000 or more (Figure 6). Comparatively, 34.9% of Coloradans and 26.2% of US residents
10

with this annual household income (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017). Over ¼ of hikers and over 1/3 of
anglers reported incomes in the $100,000 to $149,999 category.

Percentage of Respondents

Respondent Household Income
11

40%
35%
30%

35
29

25%

5

20%

4

15%
10%
5%

9

9
1

1

8 2

16

13

2

4
13

0%
Less than $25,000 $35,000 $50,000 $75,000 $100,000 $150,000 $200,000
$25,000
to
to
to
to
to
to
or more
$34,999 $49,999 $74,999 $99,999 $149,999 $199,999
Hiker

Angler

Figure 7. Annual household income of hikers (N=132) and anglers (N=30). Data labels show number of
respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.

Respondents were asked to report their zip code if they were United States residents and to report
their country of origin if they were residents of a country other than the U.S.
Thirty-one angler respondents indicated that they are permanent residents, and four did not respond.
No angler respondents indicated a country of origin outside of the U.S. Thirty respondents listed their
zip code, indicating that they came from a total of 13 U.S. states. Fifteen respondents were from
Colorado making up 50% of respondents and four were from Texas, comprising 13% (Table 2).
The vast majority of hikers were U.S. residents and reported their zip code (n=132). These hikers
were from 31 states across the US (Table 2). Of these respondents, 28% were from Colorado. Five
hikers reported their residency being a country other than the U.S. (listed as International in Table 2),
and reported their countries of residence as China, Brazil, India, Australia, and Canada.
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Table 2. Residency of hikers (N=137) and anglers (N=30) from most to least respondents per state.
State of Origin

Number of Hikers

Number of Anglers

Colorado

37

15

Wisconsin

9

Texas

7

4

Missouri

7

1

Kansas

7

Nebraska

6

Ohio

6

Illinois

5

Minnesota

5

Florida

4

1

Pennsylvania

4

1

Oklahoma

4

California

3

1

Michigan

3

1

New Mexico

2

1

New York

2

1

Tennessee

2

1

Connecticut

2

Georgia

2

Iowa

2

North Carolina

2

South Carolina

2

Arkansas

1

Alaska

1

Arizona

1

Indiana

1

Kentuky

1

New Jersey

1

Oregon

1

Virginia

1

Wyoming

1

International

5

1
1

1
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Part 2: Use history, current trip group and activities
Respondents were asked about their previous experience at the park and details about their current
visit including group size, activities participated in, and if anglers rented fishing equipment or used a
guiding service.
2.1 Experience use history

Both hikers and anglers reported having visited ROMO prior to their current trip. Nearly 70% of
hikers and 80% of anglers had been to the park before (Figure 8a). Of the 96 hikers and 25 anglers
with previous experience at ROMO, the majority of hikers had visited fewer than nine times (Figure
8b). Anglers were almost equally likely to have visited ROMO fewer than nine times or between 10
and 49 times (Figure 8b). The median number of previous visits to ROMO was 4 for hikers and 13
for anglers (Table 2). One angler did not provide an estimate of their number of visits because they
reported visiting consistently for the last 50 years and had come to ROMO and the trail they were on
“too many times to count.”

ROMO Experience Use History
Percentage of Respondents

90%
80%
70%

25
96

60%
50%
40%

45

30%

6

20%
10%
0%
Visited ROMO before
Hiker

First time visitor
Angler

Figure 8a. Hikers (N=141) and anglers (n=31) who had visited ROMO previously or were visiting for the
first time. Data labels show number of respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.
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Previous Visits to ROMO
Percentage of Respondents

70%

57

60%
50%

10

40%

8
25

30%

5

20%
10%

3

8

1

0%
1-9

10-49
Hiker

50-99

100+

Angler

Figure 8b. Number of previous visits to ROMO by hikers (N=96) and anglers (N=25). Data labels show
number of respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.

Of the hikers and anglers who had visited ROMO before, they were also likely to have visited their
current trail previously. Approximately 60% of hikers and nearly 70% of anglers had visited their
current trail before (Figure 9a). Of these 59 hikers and 17 anglers, most had visited their current trail
fewer than 9 times (Figure 9b). The median number of previous visits to their current trail was 3 for
hikers and 8 for anglers (Table 3). Most hikers and anglers had visited both ROMO and their current
trail a few times, but some visitors reported visiting consistently for many years resulting in previous
visit estimations in the thousands (Table 3).

Current Trail Experience Use History
Percentage of Respondents

80%
70%

17
59

60%
50%
37

40%

8

30%
20%
10%
0%
Visited current trail before
Hiker

First time to current trail
Angler

Figure 9a. Hikers (N=96) and anglers (n=25) who had visited ROMO previously or were visiting for the
first time. Data labels show number of respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.
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Previous Visits to Current Trail
Percentage of Respondents

90%
44

80%
70%

9

60%
50%
40%

5

30%
9

20%

4

10%

1

1

0%
1-9

10-49
Hiker

50-99

100+

Angler

Figure 9b. Number of previous visits to current trail by hikers (N=57) and anglers (N=16). Data labels
show number of respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.
Table 3. Average number of times hikers and anglers visited ROMO and their current trail.
Previous visits to ROMO

Previous visits to current trail

Hiker (N=93)

Angler (N=24)

Hiker (N=57)

Angler (N=16)

Mean

33.6

216.7

8.7

85.4

Median

4

13.5

3

8

SD

116.4

795.9

14.9

288.3

Range

1-1000

1-4000

1-70

1-1200

2.2 Angler use of rentals and guiding services

Angler respondents were asked to indicate their use of guides and outfitters. The majority of
respondents did not use a paid guide or rent equipment from an outfitter (94% of respondents) (Table
4).
Table 4. Anglers (N=31) who used a paid guide or rented equipment during their trip.
During this trip, did you:
Use a paid guide?

Rent equipment from an outfitter?

Yes

2

2

No

29

29

2.3 Group size

A large proportion of hikers reported travelling in groups of 2 (44%) (Figure 10). The average group
size for hikers was 3.17 and the median group size was 2 (Table 5). Hikers also reported traveling in
larger groups with 5% indicating their group size being 7 or more people (Figure 10). Most anglers
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were either travelling in groups of two (45%) or alone (23%) (Figure 10). The average group size for
anglers was 2.39 and the median was 2 (Table 5).

Percentage of Respondents

Group Size
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

62 14

7
5

25

16

12

3

12

2

6

1

2

3
Hiker

4

5

6

7

7+

Angler

Figure 10. Group sizes of hikers (N=140) and anglers (N=31). Data labels show number of respondents,
bars indicate percentage of respondents.
Table 5. Average group sizes for hikers and anglers.
Hiker (N=140)

Angler (N=31)

Mean

3.17

2.39

Median

2

2

SD

2.03

1.29

Range

1-17

1-6

2.4 Common activities

Provided a list of 10 common activities, respondents were asked to indicate their primary activity and
any additional activities in which they planned to participate. Respondents could indicate multiple
primary and additional planned activities.
The most common primary activity reported by hikers was hiking (N=129), and the most common
primary activity reported by anglers was fly fishing (N=24). For hikers, the next most common
primary activities were nature and wildlife observation, photography and scenic driving (Figure 11a).
Hikers most often reported one primary activity (Figure 11b) and the mean number of primary
activities was 1.86 (Table 6).
For anglers, the other most common primary activities reported were hiking and nature and wildlife
observation (Figure 11a). The majority of anglers reported one primary activity (Figure 11b) and the
mean number of primary activities reported was 1.87 (Table 6).
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Primary Activities
Hiking
Fly fishing
Nature/Wildlife Obs
Photography
Scenic Driving
Fishing - conventional
Climbing
Horse-back Riding
Backcountry Camping
Other

129

12
24

43
40
36

6
4
2
14
15
13
2
2
2

0

Hiker
Angler

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Number of Responses

Figure 11a. Primary activities identified by hikers (N=140) and anglers (N=30). Data labels show number
of respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.

Number of Primary Activities
Percentage of Respondents

80%

21

70%
60%

79

50%
40%
30%
20%

24

20 4

15

10%

2

1

2

2

0%
1

2

3
Hiker

4

5

6+

Angler

Figure 11b. Number of primary activities reported by hikers (N=140) and anglers (N=30). Data labels
show number of respondents, bars indicate percentage of respondents.
Table 6. Average number of primary activities reported by hikers and anglers.
Hiker (N=140)
Mean
Median
SD

Angler (N=30)

1.86

1.87

1

1

1.13

1.86
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The most common activities that hikers planned on participating in were photography, hiking, nature
and wildlife observation, and scenic driving (Figure 12a). Similarly, the most common activities that
anglers planned on participating in were hiking, photography, and nature and wildlife observation.
Hikers and anglers reported range of planned activities, most commonly indicating that they plan to
participate in three activities (Figure 12b). The mean number of planned activities was 2.73 for hikers
(median of 3) and 2.74 for anglers (median of 3) (Table 7).
Some hikers identified that they participated in other activities not listed. Other activities described
by hikers included camping in the Moraine Park campground and seeing waterfalls.

Planned Activities
Hiking
Photography
Nature/Wildlife Obs
Scenic Driving
Fly fishing
Climbing
Fishing - conventional
Horse-back Riding
Backcountry Camping
Other

75
77

17
15
14

69
62

6
48
10
1
25
4

Hiker
Angler

3
0

20

40

60

80

100

Number of Responses

Figure 12a. Planned activities reported by hikers (N=113) and anglers (N=23).

Number of Planned Activities
Percentage of Respondents

45%
9

40%
35%

34

30%
25%

6
24

20%

27
22

5

Hiker
Angler

15%
2

10%

5

5%

1
1

0%
1

2

3

4

5

6+

Figure 12b. Number of planned activities reported by hikers (N=113) and anglers (N=23).
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Table 7. Average number of planned activities reported by hikers and anglers.
Hiker (N=113)

Angler (N=23)

Mean

2.73

2.74

Median

3

3

SD

1.21

1.29

Part 3: Information gathering
Respondents were asked to indicate all the sources they used to gather information for their trip from
a list of 18 options. Respondents could also indicate that the use a source not listed and write in the
source. Respondents were asked to rate each source on its helpfulness, using the scale of 1 = “Not at
all helpful,” 2 = “Slightly helpful,” 3 = “Moderately helpful,” 4 = “Very helpful,” and 5 =
“Extremely helpful”. There was also an option to indicate that the respondent had not used a source,
in which case no value was given to that source. For some sources listed, respondents were asked to
write in the specific source they used, for example, if a respondent reported using social media, they
were asked to specify which platform they used. Respondents were additionally asked if they were
able to find the information that they needed about the park, and if not, what information they could
not find.
Hikers reported gathering information about the park primarily from ROMO maps and pamphlets
(107 respondents). Talking with ROMO personnel, and previous visits were the next most commonly
used sources (Figure 13). Previous visits and conservation organization website/meeting were rated
by hikers as the most helpful on average, with means of 4.3 and 4.2 respectively (Figure 14).
However, only 9 hiker respondents reported using a conservation organization website/meeting,
whereas 78 hiker respondents reported gathering information from previous visits. ROMO maps and
pamphlets were rated at 4.0 on average helpfulness and talking with ROMO personnel was rated 3.9
average helpfulness. Hikers rated radio and television as least helpful with an average helpfulness
score of 2.3, though only 6 hikers reported using this source.
The most widely accessed sources by anglers were from ROMO maps and pamphlets (20
respondents). Talking with ROMO personnel and previous visits were the next most commonly used
sources (Figure 13). On average, anglers rated the helpfulness of ROMO maps and pamphlets at
3.95, talking with ROMO personnel at 3.65, and previous visits at 4.24 (Figure 14). Only two angler
respondents reported getting information from guiding companies, outfitters, conservation
organizations, and radio and television, but these sources were rated most helpful on average (5).
Social media was only used by two anglers but reported as least helpful with an average score of 2.5.
Only one hiker respondent who reported gathering information from a conservation organization
website/meeting specified the Rocky Mountain Conservancy. Of the hikers who reported using social
media, Facebook and Instagram were each reported by three respondents, Pinterest and the “AllTrails
application” were each reported by two respondents, and ListsofJohn.com, TripAdvisor, and Twitter
were each reported by one respondent.
One angler respondent provided the specific social media or conservation organization source they
used, indicating that information was obtained from Rocky Mountain Anglers.
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Two hikers selected that they gathered information from other sources not listed, one person noted
the source as the Alltrails website, the other person did not specify the source. One respondent did
not indicate that they used an alternate source of information but did specify that they got
information from the YMCA.
When hiker respondents were asked if they were able to find the information about the park that they
needed, 136 reported that they found the information they needed. One respondent reported that they
did not find the information they needed and indicated that they looked for but could not find “more
readily available trail maps.”
When anglers were asked if they found the information about ROMO that they needed, 28
respondents indicated that they found the information they needed, while seven respondents left this
survey item blank.
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Respondents' Sources of Information
ROMO Maps/Pamphlets

107

20

Talking w/ ROMO Personnel

17

Previous Visit(s)

17

Word-of-Mouth

14

ROMO Website

14

ROMO Visitor Center

79
78
70
65
59

9

Travel Guidebook

49

10

Online Forum/Blog

9

CWP Website

8

Newspaper/Magazine

37
33
21

4

Social Media

Hiker
19

2

CWP Information Center

19

6

Specialized Shop

11

Transporter Service

3

Guiding Company

2

Commercial Outfitter

2

Cons. Org. Website/Meeting

2

Radio/Television

1

Other

2
1
0

Angler

17

13
10
10
9
6

20

40

60

80

100

120

Number of Respondents

Figure 13. Number of hikers (N=133) and anglers (N=30) who used each information source. (CWP
=Colorado Parks and Wildlife).
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Average Helpfulness Score of Information Sources
ROMO Maps/Pamphlets
Talking w/ ROMO Personnel
Previous Visit(s)
Word-of-Mouth

ROMO Website
ROMO Visitor Center
Travel Guidebook
Online Forum/Blog
CWP Website
Newspaper/Magazine

Hiker

Social Media

Angler

CWP Information Center
Specialized Shop
Transporter Service
Guiding Company
Commercial Outfitter
Cons. Org. Website/Meeting

Radio/Television
Other
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Mean Helpfulness Score

Figure 14. Average helpfulness score of each information source used by hikers (N=133) and anglers
(N=30). Error bars represent standard error of the mean. (CWP = Colorado Parks and Wildlife).
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Part 4: Expectations, alternate locations and behaviors
Respondents indicated the desirability of alternative locations from a list provided (Figure 15) and
were asked to specify if they indicated that another location would be desirable (Table 8).
Respondents were asked an open-ended question to write in what circumstances that would lead
them to alter their activity, location, or both (Tables 9a-c, 10a-c). Respondents indicated how the
visitation level they experienced that day compared with what they expected (Figure 16).
Respondents also indicated how experiencing crowding in the future might influence their chose
activity and location (Figure 17).
4.1 Expectations and alternate locations

Respondents were asked how the visitation level they experienced on this trip compared with what
they expected. Responses for both hikers and anglers were slightly skewed towards more visitation
than they expected (Figure 15). Approximately 45% of hikers and 50% of anglers indicated that the
level of crowding experienced on their trip was about what they expected. Thirty-five percent of
hikers and 31% percent of anglers indicated that the visitation level they experienced was more than
they were expecting. By comparison, 22% of hikers and 17% of anglers responded that the visitation
level was less than they were expecting.

Visitation Level Experienced on Current Trip
25
5

A lot more than what I expected
A little more than what I expected

4

21

58

About what I expected

A little less than what I expected

4

15
Hiker

22

Angler

6
1

A lot less than what I expected
0
0

I did not have any expectations
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Percentage of Respondents

Figure 15. Hikers (N=132) and anglers (N=29) indicated how the number of people they saw at the
location compared with their expectations. Data labels show the number of respondents, bars indicate the
percentage of respondents.

Respondents were asked if they could not visit the survey location for their primary activity, which
other area(s) in Rocky Mountain National Park they thought could offer just as desirable an
experience as the survey location (Figure 15). Given four location options, respondents indicated
whether the alternative location would be very undesirable (value = 1), undesirable (2), neutral (3),
desirable (4), or very desirable (5). Anglers felt that the Fern Lake trail was the most desirable
alternative location (average 3.4), while hikers felt that the Glacier Gorge trail was the most desirable
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alternative (average 3.2). Given that a rating of 3 was neutral, most respondents felt that the
alternative locations were relatively equal. However, anglers reported that the Bear Lake trail was
slightly less desirable (2.6 on average) and other locations not listed were slightly more desirable (3.5
on average). Six anglers specified other alternate locations and two of those respondents indicated
that Moraine Park would be a highly desirable (rating of 5) alternative location (Table 7). Two of the
19 hikers specified other alternate locations, the remaining respondents did not specify.

Average Desirability of Alternate Locations
Mean Desirability Score

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

77

23

68

13

72

22

19

6

0
Bear Lake

Fern Lake
Hiker

Glacier Gorge

Other

Angler

Figure 16. Hikers (N=77) and anglers (N=23) indicated how desirable alternative locations would be if the
current location were not available. Data labels show the number of respondents, error bars represent the
standard error of the mean desirability score.
Table 8. Hikers and anglers who listed and rated other locations.
“Other” locations listed

Rating

Hiker
Wild Basin

3

Green Mountain

4

Angler
Gem Lake

3

Moraine Park (listed twice)

5, 5

Sprague Lake

3

The Loche

3

Wild Basin

no rating

4.2 Alternate behaviors

Nearly 30% of hiker respondents indicated that feeling crowded due to people or vehicles would
displace them to another area of ROMO (Table 9a). Many hikers indicated that they would go
elsewhere in ROMO for positive reasons like exploring a new location, hearing about a fun trail, or
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wanting to see beautiful views. Hikers (N=7) indicated that they would go somewhere outside of
ROMO if there were similar places closer to where they live (Table 9b). An almost equal number of
hikers (N=6) reported that crowding would cause them to leave ROMO, however, this equates to
only 9% of respondents. Approximately ¼ of hikers responded that weather conditions would make
them participate in a different activity (Table 9c).
Table 9a. Open-ended responses indicating circumstances that would cause hikers to participate in their
primary activity elsewhere in Rocky Mountain National Park. Further detail on related responses are
provided in parentheses. N=69.
What circumstances would cause you to participate in your primary activity elsewhere in
Rocky Mountain National Park?

Frequency

Crowds (people, traffic, parking)

20

Nothing (N/A, not sure)

6

I hike all over the park (hike, hiking, looking for new/longer trail, more hiking)

5

Weather (if it wasn’t raining)

5

Different spot desired (different views, variety)

4

Beautiful scenery (Beauty, scenery and wildlife)

3

Friends say there is a great view and fun hike (another great hike I hear about, hear of good
trail)

3

If we were with friends and family (family time, group activity)

3

Have more time (longer vacation time)

3

Better views/exercise, Interesting views/easy hiking

2

Convenience (nearer to home)

2

Vacation

2

I climb peaks all over the park (follow rivers and summit peaks)

2

Ability to get there

1

Difficulty with shuttle

1

Flood

1

Full campground

1

Itinerary

1

Knowledge of trail and accessibility

1

Mosquitos

1

No permits for my group

1

Restricted access

1
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Table 9b. Open-ended responses indicating circumstances that would cause hikers to participate in their
primary activity outside of Rocky Mountain National Park. Further detail on related responses are
provided in parentheses. N=64.
What circumstances would cause you to participate in your primary activity outside
Rocky Mountain National Park?

Frequency

Closer to home (distance from home, proximity, Alaska native)

7

Crowding (crowds and parking)

6

None (N/A, not sure)

6

Have more time

5

Experience nature (beauty, scenery)

4

Experience new scenery, location (experience different area of the country, traveling
somewhere else)

4

Weather (winter weather, too hot in Oklahoma)

4

Could not get camping reservation in park (lodging availability)

3

Hiking (other trails)

3

Wildlife (animal sighting)

2

New adventure

2

If we were with friends and family (group activity)

2

Hearing about great view (I would go anywhere with few people and great views)

2

Job (work travel)

2

Park closed (road closure)

2

Accessibility

1

Backcountry access

1

Camp

1

Climb new and exciting peaks

1

Cost

1

Information

1

No permits

1

Solitude

1

Things for children to do (nature)

1
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Table 9c. Open-ended responses indicating circumstances that would cause hikers to participate in a
different activity outside. N=45.
What circumstances would cause you to participate in a different activity?

Frequency

Weather (rain, severe weather, bad weather)

12

Try something new (curiosity, new experience, different experience)

5

Not sure (N/A)

5

Crowds (more crowded)

2

River for rafting

2

Family (group activity)

2

Friends say something is fun (word of mouth)

2

Have more time (personal schedule, constraints of group members)

2

Season (snowshoe, fish, backpack)

2

Accessibility

1

Accessible paddle boards, kayaks

1

Better fishing, less crowding

1

Different type of vacation

1

Hunt

1

Injury/sickness

1

Itinerary change

1

Marriage

1

Proximity

1

Same reason as “Outside ROMO”

1

This is the only activity I do

1
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Anglers also reported that crowding would displace them to another location in ROMO (21%) or a
location outside of ROMO (17%) (Table 10a, 10b). Sixteen percent of angler respondents indicated
that news of bigger fish or better fishing elsewhere would lead them elsewhere in ROMO (Table 10a)
Anglers viewed their activity as less substitutable, reporting that nothing would cause them to
participate in a different activity (Table 10c).
Table 10a. Open-ended responses indicating circumstances that would cause anglers to participate in
their primary activity elsewhere in Rocky Mountain National Park. Further detail on related responses are
provided in parentheses. N=19.
What circumstances would cause you to participate in your primary activity elsewhere in
Rocky Mountain National Park?

Frequency

Crowds (guided fishing trip away from crowds; summer crowds)

4

Fish (bigger, good fishing news)

3

Beauty

1

Closer location

1

Conditions

1

Drive time

1

High water levels

1

If a guide suggested elsewhere

1

Leisure time

1

Mountains I want to climb

1

Parking

1

See a different area

1

Try something new

1

Weather

1

Table 10b. Open-ended responses indicating circumstances that would cause anglers to participate in
their primary activity outside of Rocky Mountain National Park. Further detail on related responses are
provided in parentheses. N=18.
What circumstances would cause you to participate in your primary activity outside
Rocky Mountain National Park?

Frequency

Crowds (summer)

3

Drive time (resident of New Mexico)

2

New place (see a different area, try a new place)

2

Backcountry campsites in Rocky Mountain NP are full

1

Conditions

1

Different Species

1

Faster trip

1

Fishing or music

1

Go to remote reservoir to hike and fish

1

Leisure time

1

Mountains I want to climb

1

Parking

1

Pricing of fishing style

1

Runoff

1
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Table 10c. Open-ended responses indicating circumstances that would cause anglers to participate in a
different activity outside. N=13.
What circumstances would cause you to participate in a different activity?

Frequency

Nothing

5

Crowds

1

If another activity is more fun

1

Leisure time

1

More horse trails

1

Runoff and winter

1

Try something new

1

Weather

1

Primarily, anglers indicated (52%) that if they encountered conditions that were more crowded with
other visitors than they found acceptable they would “make an exception and still participate in my
primary activity in this area” (Figure 17). However, anglers indicated that if they were crowded with
other anglers, they would be more likely to “participate in my primary activity, but elsewhere in
ROMO” (48%). Though 41% of anglers indicated that they would “make an exception and still
participate in my primary activity in this area” if crowded with other anglers. Hikers were also
slightly more likely to “participate in my primary activity, but elsewhere in ROMO” when faced with
more crowding than they found acceptable (45%) than they were to “make an exception and still
participate in my primary activity in this area” (41%).

Behavioral Changes in More Crowded Conditions
I would make an exception and
still participate in my primary
activity in this area
I would still participate in my
primary activity, but elsewhere
in ROMO
I would still participate in my
primary activity, but outside
ROMO

55

7
4

60
14
Hiker crowded by other visitors

5

1

Angler crowded by other visitors

I would temporarily participate
in a different activity in ROMO
I would temporarily participate
in a different activity, but
outside ROMO

15

12

1
1
0

13

Angler crowded by other anglers

2

1

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Percentage of Respondents

Figure 17. Hikers (N=133) and anglers (N=29) indicated how they would alter their behavior if the
encountered crowding on a future trip. Data labels show the number of respondents, bars indicate the
percentage of respondents.
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Part 5: Experiences Preferences
5.1 Importance of experiences

Respondents were asked to indicate how important a list of experience items was to them.
Respondents rated each experience item on a 5-point scale, ranging from “Not at all important”
(value=1) to “Extremely important” (value=5). Hikers were asked to rate 14 experience items (Table
11), and anglers were asked to rate the same 14 items plus an additional seven fishing related items
(Table 12). Reliability tests showed that the experience items were well correlated to the general
experiences shown in italics. Hikers experience item ratings resulted in good reliability with a
Cronbach alpha value of .751. Angler experience item ratings also resulted in good reliability with a
Cronbach alpha value of .909.
On average, hikers rated being in a beautiful place, being outdoors among the most important
experiences. Being alone was rated as less important. On average, anglers indicated that they were
most interested in being outdoors in a beautiful place, connecting with nature and viewing
mountains. The sport, fun, and experience of fishing also rated as highly important. The least
important experiences included being alone, catching many fish, catching certain species, and
catching large fish.
Table 11. Hikers’ average responses regarding the importance of possible experiences, in order from
most to least important.
Mean

SD

Median

N

To be outdoors

4.76

0.48

5

137

To experience a sense of connection with nature

4.55

0.66

5

137

To be in a beautiful place

4.77

0.51

5

138

To view mountains

4.75

0.45

5

136

To view lakes and streams

4.32

0.88

5

135

To have an adventure

4.46

0.84

5

132

To experience new and different things

4.42

0.90

5

136

To experience excitement

3.84

1.16

4

137

To share this place with family/friends

4.15

1.05

4

136

For family recreation

3.78

1.40

4

137

To foster a connection with others in your group

3.63

1.38

4

135

To be away from crowds of people

3.67

1.23

4

136

To experience solitude

3.65

1.27

4

136

To be alone

2.70

1.46

3

136

Experience
Connect with nature

View scenic beauty

Have an adventure

Enhance personal relationships

Experience solitude
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Table 12. Anglers’ average responses regarding the importance of possible experiences, in order from
most to least important.
Mean

SD

Median

N

To be outdoors

4.65

0.61

5

31

To experience a sense of connection with nature

4.45

0.67

5

31

For the sport of fishing, not to obtain food

4.55

0.67

5

31

For the fun of catching fish

4.41

0.78

5
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For the experience of the catch

4.35

0.91

5

31

To fish in a pristine environment

4.35

0.84

5

31

To be in a beautiful place

4.63

0.61

5

30

To view mountains

4.42

0.81

5

31

To view lakes and streams

4.20

0.89

4

30

To have an adventure

4.06

0.73

4

31

To experience new and different things

4.00

1.05

4

30

To experience excitement

3.68

1.05

4

31

To share this place with family/friends

3.94

1.12

4

31

For family recreation

3.65

1.20

4

31

To foster a connection with others in your group

3.57

1.45

4

30

To be away from crowds of people

3.97

1.02

4

31

To experience solitude

3.61

1.11

4

31

To be alone

2.71

1.22

3

31

To catch many fish

2.94

1.34

3

31

To catch a specific species

2.71

1.37

3

31

To catch large fish

2.61

1.43

2

31

Experience
Connect with nature

Have an enjoyable fishing experience

View scenic beauty

Have an adventure

Enhance personal relationships

Experience solitude

Achieve catch goals

5.2 Experience mapping

Provided a map of Rocky Mountain National Park, survey respondents were asked to indicate where
they would go to have each of the general experiences listed in italics in Tables 11-12. Their
responses were combined to determine the spatial distribution of each experience presented in
Figures 18-22. Not all respondents marked a location for each experience, some said this was
because they would go somewhere outside of ROMO, some said this was because they did not think
that experience was important to have for them. Additional experience mapping could investigate
these nuances.
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The predominant pattern in the spatial distributions was that both anglers and hikers considered the
Bear Lake area to offer nearly all types of experiences. Exceptions include:
•

Anglers indicated that they would most likely go to the Glacier Gorge area and less so, the
Moraine Park and Fern Lake areas to experience connecting with nature.

•

Anglers reported that they would go to the Loch Vale/Taylor Glacier area to have an adventure.

•

No locations really stood out for anglers when indicating where they would go to enhance their
personal relationships
o Researchers noted that respondents often vocalized that they would go to the town of
Estes Park, CO, just outside the park boundary, to enhance personal relationships.

Only anglers were asked where they would go to experience an enjoyable fishing experience and to
achieve their catch goals. The spatial distribution of their responses shows that anglers felt that the
Bear Lake area could provide an enjoyable fishing experience, and that they would go to the Moraine
Park and Fern Lake areas to achieve their catch goals (Figure 23).

Figure 18. Spatial distribution of where anglers and hikers indicated they would go to experience
connecting with nature.
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Figure 19. Spatial distribution of where anglers and hikers indicated they would go to experience viewing
scenic beauty.

Figure 20. Spatial distribution of where anglers and hikers indicated they would go to experience having
an adventure.
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Figure 21. Spatial distribution of where anglers and hikers indicated they would go to experience
enhancing personal relationships.

Figure 22. Spatial distribution of where anglers and hikers indicated they would go to experience solitude.
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Figure 23. Spatial distribution of where anglers indicated they would go to experience enjoyable fishing
and achieving their catch goals.

The following figures (24-29) show the locations where respondents indicated could provide each of
the general experiences and where the importance ratings were similar. Locations identified as hot
spots (shown as warm colors in Figures 24-29) show where hikers or anglers rated the associated
experience items as more important and the locations identified were close spatially. Locations
shown as cold spots (symbolized by cool colors in Figures 24-29) show where hikers or anglers rated
experience items as less important and the locations identified were close spatially. Some locations
identified did not have similar importance ratings or were not spatially related and are shown by
small gray dots in Figures 24-29. The patterns of hot and cold spots are described below.
Not many patterns emerged for anglers, however, anglers who rated connecting with nature as more
important indicated that this experience could be found in the Black Lake/Frozen Lake area on the
Glacier Gorge trail (Figure 24).
Multiple patterns can be seen for hikers. Cold spots are shown in Figure 24 where hikers who
reported that connecting with nature was less important indicated that the Wild Basin and Longs
Peak areas could provide that experience. Figure 25 shows that hikers who rated viewing scenic
beauty as more important indicated that they would go to the Fern Lake trail and Moraine Park area
to have that experience. Hikers who rated having an adventure as more important indicated that
Longs Peak could offer that experience (Figure 26). Figures 27-28 show even more consensus among
hikers. Hikers who rated enhancing personal relationships as more important indicated that they
would go nearly anywhere in the Bear Lake Road corridor to have that experience, whereas hikers
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who thought enhancing personal relationships was less important indicated that the Trail Ridge
Road/Fall River Road area could offer this experience. Similarly, hikers who rated experiencing
solitude as more important indicated that they would go to the Moraine Park and Bear Lake areas to
have that experience, and hikers who viewed experiencing solitude as less important indicated again
that Longs Peak and Trail Ridge Road/Fall River Road areas could offer that experience.

Figure 24. Hot spots for connecting with nature.
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Figure 25. Hot spots for viewing scenic beauty.
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Figure 26. Hot spots for having an adventure.
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Figure 27. Hot spots for enhancing personal relationships.
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Figure 28. Hot spots for experiencing solitude.
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Figure 29. Angler hot spots for having an enjoyable fishing experience and achieving catch goals.
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Discussion
Both anglers and hikers predominantly gathered information about ROMO while on-site, through the
maps/pamphlets handed to visitors when they enter the park, talking with park staff, and from
previous visits. By getting information primarily on-site, the possibility of visitors engaging in
unwanted behaviors before they get information increases. However, sources of information that
visitors can access prior to their trip are used less frequently. For example, less than 20% of visitors
reported getting information from social media platforms. However, social media may have the
potential to provide more information to visitors. A study conducted at Crater Lake National Park
indicated that visitors may want to receive more park information through social media platforms
such as weather and trail conditions, and available recreation opportunities (Wilkins et al., 2020). By
expanding information dissemination through social media, park managers may be able to increase
the amount of information visitors get before they are on-site, and subsequently increase visitor
adherence to park rules and etiquette. An added benefit of diversifying the park’s social media
presence is that multiple online sources can be linked together. For example, park information can be
reiterated through social media and linked to the parent-source of the park website making ‘official’
information available through more media for visitors and secondary sources to reference. As the
Covid-19 pandemic responses continue to restrict visitation, and indoor access, increasing online
information sources is likely to become more important.
The majority of both hikers and anglers reported that they encountered about the same amount of
visitation during their trip as they had expected. This suggests that visitors are getting visitation
information prior to their visit. Many visitors reported learned about park visitation levels from
previous trips and over 2/3 of respondents were repeat visitors. However, about 30% of respondents
indicated that they encountered more visitors than they expected, and similarly, approximately 30%
of visitors surveyed were first-time visitors to ROMO. Perhaps it was only the first-time visitors who
were surprised at the amount of visitation. This seems unlikely, because studies show that it is often
visitors with more experience at a site that are more sensitive to crowding (Arnberger &
Brandenburg, 2007). Interestingly, first-time and repeat visitors did not have statistically significantly
different visitation level expectations (Appendix A). Visitors with no previous experience may be
getting visitation information from the popular media that prepare them for high levels of visitation
as national parks are in the news for incidents from impacts of high visitation, to park specific policy
changes (“National Parks,” 2021). Survey respondents were not asked if they used news sources to
get information, though this may be an important source for visitors that is utilized opportunistically.
Additionally, both hikers and anglers indicated that if faced with more crowding than they found
acceptable, the majority of respondents would not change their activity nor their location. These
results suggest that experiences at ROMO are not easily substituted. Indeed, national parks in the
U.S. are known to draw visitors simply because of their National Park designation status (Weiler &
Seidl, 2004). Visitors to ROMO, even under crowded conditions, are unlikely to be displaced outside
the park. This seems to be not uncommon, a study of visitors to Apostle Islands National Lakeshore
found evidence of intra-site displacement but not inter-site displacement (Kuentzel & Heberlein,
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1992). The hot spot analysis of ROMO hiker and angler mapped experience preferences suggests that
the intra-site locations that they may be displaced to are still within the Bear Lake Road corridor.
In fact, the feeling of crowding may occur at discrete locations within a site. A study of visitors to
Garibaldi Park, BC, Canada found that visitors were more likely to feel crowded at destinations or
viewpoints than along trails holding the volume of visitors constant (Kohlhardt et al., 2018). If
ROMO hikers and anglers are only feeling crowded at certain locations, they may be changing their
behavior at a much smaller, site-specific level. For example, if hikers feel crowded at the first
viewpoint of the Loch, they may be spatially displaced to another less desirable viewpoint. Indeed,
analysis of off-trail spatial behavior (Graham et al., in progress) suggests that visitors are going offtrial more when they first arrive at lake destinations, supporting the idea that visitors may be crowded
out of desirable destination locations and off-trail to other locations.
In both the angler and hiker survey instruments respondents were asked about their gender but were
provided only with biological sex answer options. Researchers used this question even though it did
not fit the current cultural norms related to gender because it was the only gender related question
listed in the Programmatic Clearance for NPS-Sponsored Public Surveys Pool of Known Questions
(2015). The National Park Service is not the exception, in fact the U.S. Census Bureau specifically
does not ask respondents about gender, only their biological sex though they acknowledge that the
two terms are often confused(United States Census Bureau, 2016). Also the American Community
Survey – also conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau - asks respondents about their gender identity
but only gives male/female response options(Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2018). As
of October 2020, Office of Management and Budget (OMB) – the agency that writes the rules for
federally funded surveys - had not yet included revised standards for sexual orientation and gender
identity questions (American Educational Research Association, 2020). Though testing is still being
carried out, current research suggests using a two-part question, where part one asks about a persons’
biological sex at birth with male/female/intersex options, and part two asks about a persons’ gender
identity with man/woman/trans/etc. options (Lombardi & Banik, 2016). In addition. the OMB
working group also noted that in light of evolving terminology, an open ended write-in option is
recommended (Morgan et al., 2020).

Conclusions and Recommendations
Though OMB does not have standards for asking respondents about gender identity, researchers
could design and use their own questions based on current research to gain more detailed information
about visitor populations. Designing survey questions to be sensitive to minority groups and
culturally aware may help parks in their effort to be more inclusive.
Managing park sites in ROMO based on visitor perceptions of crowding may be ineffective because
even if visitors feel crowded, they are unlikely to change their behavior. Additionally, visitors may
be unlikely to feel crowded in the first place. A study of visitors to Cumberland Island National
Seashore showed that over time visitors became more accepting of higher use levels (Nettles et al.,
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2021). Indeed others have shown the disconnect between visitor perceptions of crowding and
experienced visitation levels, and that expectations were better predictors of feeling crowded (Shelby
et al., 1983). However, visitors to ROMO appear to have expectations in line with the high visitation
and may cope with increasing visitation by changing their definitions and expectations. A
longitudinal study conducted in wilderness areas suggest that this cognitive shift may be relatively
common (Shelby et al., 1988). Therefore, park managers may do well to avoid visitor-based
standards of crowding and employ more objective measures of volume like total daily visitation or
hourly visitation rate. Coincidentally, during the Covid-19 pandemic, park managers at ROMO
initiated a timed-entry system for personal vehicles which allows control of the volume of visitors
entering the park. The results from this study (and perhaps reduced visitation guidance for Covid-19
mitigations) suggest that the amount of visitation allowed should be determined by managerial and
operational factors or constraints rather than visitor perceptions.
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Appendix A
Additional Analyses
Hikers

First-time visitor
(N=42)

Repeat visitor
(N=91)

T-stat (DF)

P value

More visitation than
expected (SD)

1.69 (0.75)

1.90 (1.01)

1.2 (131)

0.231

Same visitation as
expected (SD)

3.31 (1.16)

3.27 (1.07)

-0.21 (130)

0.835

Anglers

First-time visitor
(N=6)

Repeat visitor
(N=23)

T-stat (DF)

P value

More visitation than
expected (SD)

2.00 (0.89)

1.78 (1.13)

-0.436 (27)

0.666

Same visitation as
expected (SD)

3.67 (0.82)

3.17 (1.07)

-1.04 (27)

0.306
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Appendix B
Angler Survey Instrument
PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT: The National Park Service is authorized by the NPS
Research Mandate (54 USC 100702) to collect this information. This information will be used by park
managers to understand existing visitor use patterns, visitor motivations, and visitor perspectives about
backcountry recreation in Rocky Mountain National Park. Response to this request is voluntary. No
action may be taken against you for refusing to supply the information requested. The permanent data
will be anonymous. An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to,
a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number.
BURDEN ESTIMATE Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 10 minutes per
response. Please direct comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of this form to:
Chris Monz, Department of Environment and Society, Utah State University; chris.monz@usu.edu; or
Phadrea Ponds, NPS Information Collection Coordinator, Fort Collins, CO; pponds@nps.gov.
Topic Area 1: GROUP5

1) How many people are in your group including you? ___________
Topic Area 1: RES2
2) Are you a permanent resident or citizen of the United States?
☐ Yes - What is your zip code? ______________
☐ No - What is your country of origin? _______________________
Topic Area 4: VISHIS7

3) Have you visited Rocky Mountain National Park before today?
Yes
No
If YES, approximately how many times have you visited Rocky Mountain National Park?
Number of prior visits: _________
4) Have you visited this trail within Rocky Mountain National Park before today?
Yes
No
If YES, approximately how many times have you visited this trail?
Number of prior visits: __________
Topic Area 5: RecACT15
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5) Below is a list of common activities available at Rocky Mountain National Park. Please indicate:
A) which one of these activities was your primary planned activity for today
B) which of these activities did you/do you plan to participate in today
(A)
Primary Activity
(Check only one)

(B)
Plan to participate
in
(Check all that apply)

Fishing (conventional tackle)





Fly fishing





Back country camping





Nature/wildlife observation





Hiking





Climbing





Scenic driving





Horse-back riding





Other (specify):______________





Activity

Topic Area 2: INFOSOURCE9

6) How did you or your group obtain information about your primary activity in Rocky Mountain
National Park (ROMO)? If you used a source listed, select one box indicating how helpful the
information was that you received. If you did not use a source, select “Did not use.”

Not
helpful
at all

Slightly
helpful

ROMO website













ROMO Visitor center













ROMO maps, pamphlets













Talking with ROMO personnel













Colorado Parks and Wildlife website













Colorado Parks and Wildlife
information center













Source
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Moderately Very Extremely Did not
helpful
helpful helpful
use

Conservation organization
website/meetings (specify): _______













Newspaper/magazine articles













Radio/TV broadcasts













Travel guide book













Word of mouth













Previous visits













Commercial outfitter













Package tour/guiding companies













Specialized recreation shops













Transporter service













Social media (specify): ____________













Online forum/blog













Other (specify): _________________













Topic Area 2: INFOSOURCE13
7) Did you find the type of information about Rocky Mountain National Park that you needed?
Yes
No (Please specify information you needed)
______________________________________________________________________________

Topic Area 5: HUNTFISH8
8) If you could not visit this location for your primary activity, which other area(s) in Rocky Mountain
National Park do you think can offer just as desirable an experience as this location. Please refer to
the map and indicate how desirable each fishing location would be.

Location:

Very
Undesirable

Undesirable

Neutral

Desirable

Very
Desirable

Current
Location

Bear Lake Trailhead













Fern Lake Trailhead













Glacier Gorge
Trailhead
Other (specify):
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Topic Area 5: PART23

9) Are there specific circumstances that would cause you to:
Participate in your primary activity elsewhere in Rocky Mountain National Park:
_________________________
Participate in your primary activity outside Rocky Mountain National Park:
_____________________________
Participate in a different activity: __________________
10) Imagine that during your next trip to this location you discovered that it was slightly more crowded
with other visitors than you normally find acceptable. What would you do?
I would make an exception and still participate in my primary activity in this area.
I would still participate in my primary activity, but elsewhere in Rocky Mountain National Park.
I would still participate in my primary activity, but outside Rocky Mountain National Park.
I would temporarily participate in a different activity in Rocky Mountain National Park.
I would temporarily participate in a different activity, but outside Rocky Mountain National
Park.
Topic Area 6: CROWD3

11) How did the number of people you saw at this location compare with what you expected?
(Check one box.)
A lot less than what you expected
A little less than what you expected
About what you expected
A little more than what you expected
A lot more than what you expected
You did not have any expectations
Topic Area 1: AGE1

12) What is your age? _________
Topic Area 1: EDUC1
13) What is the highest level of formal education you have completed? Please select only one response.
Less than high school
Some high school
High school graduate
Vocational/trade school certificate
Some college
Two-year college degree
Four-year college degree [or Bachelor’s degree]
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Master’s Degree [or Graduate degree]
Ph.D., M.D., J.D., or equivalent
Topic Area 1: GEND1
14) What is your gender? Please select one.
Male
Female
Topic Area 1: RACE/ETH2
15) Which of these categories best indicates your race? Answer only for yourself. Please select all that
apply.
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
White
Topic Area 1: RACE/ETH1

16) Are you Hispanic or Latino/a?
Yes
No
Topic Area 10: ECON12

17) Which category best represents your annual household income? Please select only one.











Less than $25,000
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999

$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$200,000 or more

Topic Area 5: RecEXP 12

18) Below is a list of possible experiences you may want to have while recreating in Rocky Mountain
National Park.
A) For each item, please indicate how important the experience is to you.

Experience

Not at all

Slightly
Important
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Moderately
Important

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

To foster a connection with
others in your group
To experience a sense of
connection with nature
To view mountains































For the experience of the catch











To catch large fish











To experience new and
different things
To experience solitude





















To share this place with
family/friends
To fish in a pristine
environment
To view alpine and sub-alpine
lakes and streams
For the sport of fishing, not to
obtain food
To catch many fish



















































To experience excitement











To be alone











For family recreation











To be outdoors











To be a beautiful place











For the fun of catching fish











To catch a specific species











To have an adventure











To be away from crowds of
people











B) For each of the following experiences, place one mark on the map provided around location
where you would go to have that experience. If you would have to leave Rocky Mountain National
Park to have that experience, mark “I don’t do this here.”
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Where would you go to:
A) Connect with nature
B) Experience solitude
C) Have an adventure
D) Have fun fishing experience
E) View scenic beauty
F) Achieve my catch goals
G) Enhance personal relationships
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Appendix C
Hiker Survey Instrument
PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT: The National Park Service is authorized by 16 U.S.C. 1a-7 to
collect this information. This information will be used by park managers to understand existing visitor
use patterns, visitor motivations, and visitor perspectives about backcountry recreation in Rocky
Mountain National Park. Response to this request is voluntary. No action may be taken against you for
refusing to supply the information requested. The permanent data will be anonymous. An agency may
not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a collection of information unless it
displays a currently valid OMB control number.
BURDEN ESTIMATE Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 10 minutes per
response. Please direct comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of this form to:
Chris Monz, Department of Environment and Society, Utah State University; chris.monz@usu.edu; or
Phadrea Ponds, NPS Information Collection Coordinator, Fort Collins, CO; pponds@nps.gov.
Topic Area 1: GROUP5

1) How many people are in your group including you?
___________
Topic Area 1: RES2
2) Are you a permanent resident or citizen of the United States?
☐ Yes - What is your zip code? ______________
☐ No - What is your country of origin? _______________________
Topic Area 2: ITIN22 (Variation)
3) How did you and your personal group obtain information about Rocky Mountain National Park
(RMNP)? If you used a source listed, select one box indicating how helpful the information was that you
received. If you did not use a source, select “Did not use.”

Source

Not
helpful
at all

Slightly Moderately
helpful
helpful

Very
helpful

Extremely
helpful

Did
not
use

RMNP website

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

RMNP Visitor center

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

RMNP maps, pamphlets

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Talking with RMNP personnel

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜
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Colorado Parks and Wildlife website

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Colorado Parks and Wildlife
information center

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Conservation organization
website/meetings (e.g. Trout
Unlimited)

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Newspaper/magazine articles

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Radio/TV broadcasts

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Travel guide book

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Word of mouth – (e.g., friends or
relatives)

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Previous visits

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Commercial outfitter

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Package tour/guiding companies

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Specialized recreation shops

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Transporter service

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Social media (e.g., Instagram, Twitter,
etc.)

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Online fishing forum/blog

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Other (specify):_________________

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Topic Area 2: INFOSOURCE13
4) Did you find the type of information about RMNP that you needed?
⬜ Yes
⬜ No (Please specify information you needed)
______________________________________________________________________________
Topic Area 4: VISHIS7 (VARIATION)
5) Have you visited RMNP before today?
⬜ Yes
⬜ No
If YES, approximately how many times have you visited RMNP?
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Number of prior visits: _________
6) Have you visited this trail within RMNP before today?
⬜ Yes
⬜ No
If YES, approximately how many times have you visited this trail?
Number of prior visits: __________
Topic Area 5: RecACT15
7) Below is a list of common activities available at RMNP. Please indicate:
A.
which one of these activities was your primary planned activity for today
B.
which of these activities did you participate in today
Activity

(A)
Primary Activity (Check only one)

(B)
Plan to participate in
(Check all that apply)

Fishing (conventional tackle)

⬜

⬜

Fly fishing

⬜

⬜

Back country camping

⬜

⬜

Nature/wildlife observation

⬜

⬜

Hiking

⬜

⬜

Climbing

⬜

⬜

Scenic driving

⬜

⬜

Horse-back riding

⬜

⬜

Other (specify):______________

⬜

⬜

Topic Area 5: HUNTFISH8 (Variation)
8) If you could not visit this location for your primary activity, which other area(s) in RMNP do you
think can offer just as desirable an experience as this location. Please refer to the map and indicate
how desirable each fishing location would be.

Location:

Very
Undesirable

Undesirable Neutral
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Desirable

Very
Desirable

Current
Location

Bear Lake
Trailhead
Fern Lake
Trailhead

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Glacier Gorge
Trailhead

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Other (specify):

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

Topic Area 5: PART23 (Variation)
9) Are there specific circumstances that would cause you to:
Participate in your primary activity elsewhere in RMNP: _________________________
Participate in your primary activity outside RMNP: _____________________________
Participate in a different activity: __________________
10) Imagine that during your next trip to this location you discovered that it was slightly more crowded
with other visitors than you normally find acceptable. What would you do?
⬜ I would make an exception and still fish in this area.
⬜ I would still fish, but elsewhere in RMNP.
⬜ I would still fish, but outside RMNP.
⬜ I would temporarily participate in a different activity in RMNP.
⬜ I would temporarily participate in a different activity, but outside RMNP.
Topic Area 6: CROWD3
11) How did the number of people you saw at this location compare with what you expected? (Check
one box.)
⬜ A lot less than what you expected
⬜ A little less than what you expected
⬜ About what you expected
⬜ A little more than what you expected
⬜ A lot more than what you expected
⬜ You did not have any expectations
Topic Area 1: AGE1
12) What is your age? _________
Topic Area 1: EDUC1
13) What is the highest level of formal education you have completed? Please select only one response.
⬜ Less than high school
⬜ Some high school
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⬜ High school graduate
⬜ Vocational/trade school certificate
⬜ Some college
⬜ Two-year college degree
⬜ Four-year college degree [or Bachelor’s degree]
⬜ Master’s Degree [or Graduate degree]
⬜ Ph.D., M.D., J.D., or equivalent
Topic Area 1: GEND1
14) What is your gender? Please select one.
⬜ Male
⬜ Female
Topic Area 1: RACE/ETH2
15) Which of these categories best indicates your race? Answer only for yourself. Please select all that
apply.
⬜ American Indian or Alaska Native
⬜ Asian
⬜ Black or African American
⬜ Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
⬜ White
Topic Area 1: RACE/ETH1
16) Are you Hispanic or Latino/a?
⬜ Yes
⬜ No
Topic Area 10: ECON12
17) Which category best represents your annual household income? Please select only one.

⬜
⬜
⬜
⬜

Less than $25,000 ⬜
$25,000 to $34,999 ⬜

$75,000 to $99,999

$35,000 to $49,999 ⬜

$150,000 to $199,999

$50,000 to $74,999 ⬜

$200,000 or more

$100,000 to $149,999

Topic Area 5: RecEXP 12 (Variation)
18) Below is a list of possible experiences you may want (prefer) to have while fishing in RMNP.
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A) For each item, please indicate how important the experience is to you.
Experience

Not
at all

Slightly
Important

Moderately
Important

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

To foster a connection with
others in your group

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

To experience a sense of
connection with nature

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

To view mountains
To experience new and
different things
To experience solitude

To share this place with
family/friends
To view alpine and subalpine lakes and streams
To experience excitement
To be alone
For family recreation
To be outdoors
To be a beautiful place
To have an adventure
To be away from crowds of
people

B) For each dimension of the previous experiences, place one mark on the map provided around
location where you would go to have that experience. If you would have to leave RMNP to have
that experience, mark “I don’t do this here.”
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Where would you go to:
A) Connect with nature
B) Experience solitude
C) Have an adventure
D) View scenic beauty
E) Enhance personal relationships
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